
Stop Food Waste: The app HNGRY enables you to keep track of
your groceries

The start of summer marks the perfect opportunity to rethink one’s shopping and consuming
behaviour: The shopping list app HNGRY is your smart everyday assistant for shopping,
storage and inventory.

Ochsenhausen, XY. May 2023 – HNGRY allows its users to create individual shopping and
storage lists. Every item is sorted to its corresponding category making the users’ shopping
run more structured and efficient. Purchased products can be ticked off easily.

Thanks to the intelligent search function and its suggestions, the handling of the app is
intuitive. With a tap on the right shopping suggestion the item will promptly be placed on the
shopping list. The more the app is used, the better its suggestions will be. And shopping can
be simplified even further. HNGRY offers a handy note function that allows users to add
specific details: quantities, specific brands or photos of your favourite product.

The shopping list as well as the storage can be shared with other household members,
helping all users in planning the next birthday party, picnics in the park or any other event.
Push notifications, if enabled, will notify users if someone in their household has put
something on the shopping list or purchased any of the items. HNGRY moreover shows who
edited the shopping list, helping to avoid unnecessary double purchases and
misunderstandings.



The storage function: the support for avoiding expired items

In addition to the shopping list function, HNGRY offers its users their personal storage guide:
The app creates a personal inventory according to the users storage options at home.
Subsequently, the app gives recommendations for how to store which food. Helping you to
prolong the shelf life of all of your items. After food is bought it will be stored in the inventory
section of HNGRY automatically – without any additional effort.

Furthermore the inventory section offers a shelf note that indicates the expiry date of items
so users know when to consume them. Linking the shopping list with the inventory will allow
HNGRY to give suggestions on which foods are missing and should be bought soon.

The structured overview provided in the inventory can remind the users of the expiry date of
their food. If they want to get the most comprehensive overview of their food at home, they
can get xtraHNGRY! The premium model adds the following features to the app: An
unlimited overview of stock, an unlimited amount of items that can be added to the shopping
list, a sorting by expiry date is possible. Both storage location and expiry date can be edited
individually. The xtraHNGRY subscription can be tested for a month and will be available
afterwards for a monthly fee of 2,99 £ or a yearly fee of 21,99 £.

Further information available on https://iamhngry.com as well as on Facebook
(@hngryappEN) and Instagram (@hngry.app).

About HNGRY
HNGRY is an app for shopping, storage and inventory of groceries that is available for
smartphones with iOS or Android. With its free basic functions, this digital daily helper takes
the stress out of organising food – and looking after it properly. The paid extension
xtraHNGRY offers additional functions for even easier management of your groceries. The
app is available in over 15 countries in Europe and has been downloaded more than 1.5
million times with an average rating of 4.6 out of 5 stars across all app stores. HNGRY has
been developed since 2019 by Liebherr-Hausgeräte GmbH from Ochsenhausen, Germany.
For more information go to https://iamhngry.com/.
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